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Congratulations

To Rase Browne for shooting a tournament personal best 92 and placing

4th at the U.S. Kids event.

US Kids/Diamondhead CC US Kids/Diamondhead CC 

Congratulations to Logan Heltz for taking 1st place in his division!
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Operation 36 Results

The Operation 36 tournament was won by Ben Chiasson (150 yards) with

35 and T2 with even par rounds by Aubrey Stark (100 yards) and Reese

Drezins (white tees).

Ben Chiasson

 



Reese Drezins and Aubrey Stark

 



We all had fun during the Operation 36 Tournament!

Your game is unique

So we are offering a unique fitting just for YOU!So we are offering a unique fitting just for YOU!

Visit RNGA club fitting specialist and instructor, Michael Howes, where we

custom equip golfers swings and bags with brands such as Titleist, Srixon,

Callaway, Henry-Griffitts, Mizuno, PING and more. 

Fittings include a complimentary round of golf at beautiful Money Hill Golf

Course! (cart fee excluded) 

What are you waiting for?

Get fitted now >Get fitted now >  

http://robnoelgolfacademy.greensidegolfer.com/contactus


 

Black Friday Specials
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But wait there's more...But wait there's more...

Nic is offering the following specials for Black Friday ONLY

5 (1-hour) lessons and a 2 hour playing lesson for $499.

Limit to first 5 people.

Practice Plans (perfect for those winter months) regular $200 now $149.

Limit first 5 people.
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Call 985-809-0060 to order.

Testimonial Tuesday

"Rob and I are hard at it in learning how to use my body again after two

total knee replacements. We had a great time Friday and Rob is getting

me there. I don’t think there is anything about the Golf swing in relation to

the body Rob doesn’t know. Rob is the best teacher and coach on the

game of golf on this planet. Thanks Rob!" ~ Bobby Mandal

Isn't it time you started to play better?

Purchase golf lessons on Black Friday and save!

Contact us >Contact us >

http://robnoelgolfacademy.greensidegolfer.com/contactus


The gifts we offer you
 

 

Your driver is your most powerful club, yet many amateurs are happy just

hitting the fairway. When it’s set up properly FOR YOU, it gives you the

confidence to get as far down the fairway as possible. That’s exciting!

 

 

 



While shaft flex is talked about often,

shaft weight arguably has a bigger

impact on your ability to keep your

swing on plane. And a swing that is

consistently on plane is going to hit

nearer the sweet spot more often.

 

 

 Some golfers may find a heavier shaft easier to keep on plane and swing

faster than a lighter shaft, and vice versa, it all depends on your swing.

 

 

 

Finding the right fit is not simply a case of faster swings needing stiff shafts

and slower swings needing flexible shafts.

 

Let us give you the gift of more exciting golfLet us give you the gift of more exciting golf
The right shaft weight increases clubhead speed, ball speed, distance, and

accuracy. But we need to find the right one for you.



Get fitted >Get fitted >

What matters most to you?
 

 

Without us influencing you in any way, please click on the link below now

and answer just one (required) question about your relationship with the

game of golf.

Answer now >Answer now >

 

 

http://robnoelgolfacademy.greensidegolfer.com/contactus
http://robnoelgolfacademy.greensidegolfer.com/pages/simple-satisfaction-survey


 

This is a genuine attempt in collaboration with hundreds of other clubs and

PGA Professionals to have a better understanding of what golfers want out

of the game.

 

While we'd be interested to read the

speci c answer you've given (to help

us to a better job of delivering more

value to you), we won't be sharing

your name with anyone. You will

remain anonymous.

 

If you haven’t already done soIf you haven’t already done so
Now you know this is a very short and very private survey – no personal

details required. So go on

Answer now >Answer now >

 

http://robnoelgolfacademy.greensidegolfer.com/pages/simple-satisfaction-survey


Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Rob Noel and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Rob Noel Golf Academy and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 985-809-0060.
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